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Abstract 

Software reuse is the process of building software application that makes use of 

formerly developed software components. Software reuse has the potential to shorten the 

delivery times, improve the quality and reduce the development costs. Software reuse 

which is based on component is the effective solution to solve these problems. With the 

rapid development of the computer technology, the college sports information 

management is widely applied in college sports education. And the sports management 

system is concerned by the physical educator, especially the student’s management work. 

The research of the sports information management system lags behind relatively at home. 

In this paper, we propose a model of sports information management system based on the 

component. And we apply this sports information management system in student’s 

management work. The application of this system improves the work efficiency and saves 

a lot of manpower and material resources. The system effectively regulates the 

cooperation between various departments, provides an important guarantee for the 

integrity of student information and promotes the informationization construction of 

school. This model is particularly instructive and relevant to the development of sports 

information management system. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid increase of the software requirements, the scale and complexity of the 

software increase continuously. The traditional software development mode faces the 

hitherto unknown challenge. Therefore, scholars begin to explore new software 

development technology in order to adapt to the requirement of the software development. 

The software reuse is an effective way to solve the software crisis. And the software 

component technology plays an important role in the software reuse. The software reuse 

is a basic characteristic of the mature engineering field, such as the civil engineering, the 

chemical engineering and the computer hardware engineering. In addition, software reuse 

avoids the repeated design in the system development and reduces the development cost 

greatly. It also improves the production efficiency and the product quality. Similarly, the 

software reuse is an indispensable route which makes the software engineering mature. 

And it provides a feasible way to solve the software crisis.  

The software development technology based on the soft-components is a solution 

which can avoids the repeat work in the software development. Software development 

technology is also an application of the software reuse in practice. The starting point of 

the software development technology is based on the existing work. This mode is not the 
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“from scratch” any more. Now, the development technology makes the software 

architecture as the blueprint, takes the components as the assembly and supports the 

packaged development. Thereby, software reuse not only achieves the minimum coding 

but also reduces the workload of testing and maintenance. In addition, the software reuse 

is one of the effective way to eliminate the reduplicative work. And it also avoids the 

possible errors in redevelopment, improves the efficiency of the software production and 

shortens the delivery time of the software production.   

The software reuse is the development of new software as sets by reusing and 

extending existing software assets, such as libraries, frameworks, and components. 

In the real life, the software maintenance cost is increasing continuously [1, 2]. We 

use the distributed object technology to alleviate the software crisis. The distributed 

object technology provides strong support for the software reuse [3, 4]. Potential 

benefits of the software reuse include the reducing development time and costs. It 

also shortens time-to-market and improves the software quality. Reusable software 

assets are often prefabricated blocks of code that are assembled to provide new 

software solutions. They range from source code, development plans, requirement 

analysis, and design documents to test cases. The development and integration of 

reusable software assets have been recommended to solve the problems due to 

budget overrun, late delivery, and project failure [5]. Proponents of reusability 

believe that the approach is an effective strategy for improving the efficiency and 

quality of the software systems. And the approach reduces the time to market [6, 7]. 

Companies have invested millions of dollars to populate libraries of reusable 

software assets and trained employees to generate and use these assets. Prior 

researches on reusable assets have explored different forms of assets [8-10] and 

barriers to the development [11]. Past experiences have shown that the non-

technical issues are difficult to resolve both the organizational and individual levels 

[12].  

The most advanced reviews which are based on two assumptions do not reflect 

the application of the software reuse very well. Firstly, many scholars assume that 

the cost of reusing a software asset depends on its size [13-15]. However, the size is 

not always a good predictor for this cost. For example, ‘‘off-the-shelf’’ components 

are often adjusted to the context in which they are used through parameterization 

[16, 17]. The cost of reusing will primarily be determined by the number of 

parameters that need to be configured. The number of parameters depends on the 

commonality among the applications in the target domain, rather than its size. 

Secondly, existing reuse economic models develop the asset for one-time use by the 

‘‘Relative Cost of Writing for Reuse’’ [18,  19]. Because of reusability being added 

to every part of these assets, this approach reflects the case when reusable assets are 

developed from scratch. In practice, however, the software reuse is often applied 

recursively, i.e. applications are developed by reusing and extending one or more 

existing software assets that have been developed with reuse as well [20-22].  

In this paper, we analyze a software reuse technology and the software 

development method comprehensively. According to the domain analysis results and 

the theory of the knowledge system architecture, we propose a domain software 

structure which is based on a college sports information management system and we 

apply this system in student’s management work. The architecture can obtain the 

functional model of the main components and the hierarchical model of the system 

through detailed field analysis. This system provides the complete business 

operation process for school student’s work management teacher and promotes the 

informationization construction of school. The construction of this paper is as 

follows. Firstly, this paper introduces the related background. The second part is the 

software reuse. In this part, we introduce the basic acknowledge of software reuse. 

The third part is the college sports information management system based on the 
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component. In this part, we propose the college sports information management 

system based on the component. The fourth part is the component management. In 

this part, we propose the storage mode of college sports information management 

system. The last part is the conclusion 

 

2. Software Reuse  

2.1 Composition and Variation 

A new software asset is created by reusing and extending one or more existing 

software assets when we apply the software reuse. Generally speaking, there are two 

mechanisms exist to achieve the software reuse. They are composition and variation. 

Composition refers to the integration of two or more existing software assets that have 

been developed independently from each other. And variation refers to the ability to 

adjust a software asset to the context in which it is used 

When we apply variation, the behavior of a reusable asset is configured to fit the 

requirements at hand. Each variation point is associated with many alternative choices 

which are called variants. A schematic overview of a reusable asset Z (the central 

rectangle) is shown as Figure 1. And its variation points are numbered A, B, and C. 

 

Figure 1. A reusable Asset with Variation Points, Numbered A, B, and C, and 
Associated Variants 

2.2 Three Different Mechanisms of the Software Reuse 

As we know, there are three different mechanisms of the software reuse. They are 

white-box variation, black-box variation and composition. White-box variation is used to 

refer to the process of the developing one or more new variants. Black-box variation is 

used to refer to the configuration of a reusable asset without developing new variants. 

Composition requires software developers to understand the internal functioning of this 

product family. Three different mechanisms of the software reuse are shown as Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Three Different Mechanisms of Software Reuse 

2.3 Software Reuse System 

If the design of the software reuse system is based on the component, the process is 

similar to the general software engineering design. The mainly design procedures are as 

follows. 

1. The demand analysis. It mainly combines with the special requirements of the 

application system to analyze the results of the demand. 

2. The functional analysis. This analysis describes the system function. 

3. The detailed design. Programmers build the algorithm design of the software. 

4. The coding. It constructs the executable code. 

5. The operation maintenance. Maintenance is performed at the functional level. 

6. The software reuse and understanding. They can be used as the reusable component 

storage. 

 

2.4 The Hierarchical System Structure of Component  

The system structure of the component is layered architecture. The component is 

usually divided into three layers. They are the basic component layer, the domain general 

component layer and the domain specific component layer. It is described as follows. 

 

Figure 3. Component Hierarchical System 
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The bottom is a foundation component. It is the component which is used in the 

integrated support environment and the operational environment. In this paper, it refers to 

the tool mean, data window, buttons and the other components. The middle layer is a field 

of universal component such as the report component of MIS and the query component. 

The top is domain specific component. The construction is lower level, the function is 

much simpler and its flexibility is higher. The construction is higher level, the function is 

stronger and its flexibility is poorer. 
 

3. College Sports Information Management System Based on 

Component  

In this section, we construct the college sports management system by demand 

analysis. We put forward college sports information management system based on 

component. It contains 7 diagrams. They are superior file management, teacher 

management, students management, teaching management, competition management, 

equipment management and sports test management.  The structure charts are as shown. 

 

Figure 4. Sports Information System in Colleges  

The college sports information system includes the superior file management, Teacher 

management, Students management, Teaching management, Competition management, 

Equipment management, and sports test management.   

 

Figure 5. The superior File Management 

The superior file management includes document classification management, file 

special permission management and the process. 
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Figure 6. Teacher Management 

Teacher management includes the curriculum management, the query management and 

the compensation management. The goal of the curriculum management is to publish the 

course information, revise the course information and delete the course information. The 

function of the query management is querying the results and the student fee. The 

compensation management is to manage the remuneration of teachers. 

 

Figure 7. Students Management 

Student management includes the basic information management, student information 

management, query management, system management, help management and selection 

course online. The role of the basic information management is to manage the teacher 

information, class information and department information. Student information 

management includes student basic information, result entry and student violation 

information. The function of the query management is to query the student information, 

student achievement and the student violation information. System management is to 

manage the system. If there is any question, you can ask the help management. Selecting 

courses online is a system to select the courses online. 
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Figure 8. Teaching Management 

Teaching management contains the teaching work, course management, physical 

examination database and sports classroom. The function of the teaching work is to draw 

up a teaching plan, write the syllabus and so on. The role of the course management is to 

check the course plan, adjust the course schedule and so on. Physical examination 

database includes many physical theoretical test questions.  Sports classroom embraces 

the teaching plans. 

 

Figure 9. Competition Management 

Competition management covers application management, query management, 

modification management and results management. If you want to apply the competition 

or quit the competition, you can entry application management. If you want to query the 

project and the results, you can entry query management. Administrators entry the 

modification management to manage the project information and the results information. 
 

 

Figure 10. Equipment Management 
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Equipment management includes the lending application, borrowing equipment return 

information, returning equipment information, penalty information, information update, 

inventory information, maintenance information and historical information.  

 

Figure 11. Sports Test Management 

Sports test management covers project management, results management and applying. 

Project management is to manage the project for adding, deleting, modification and 

querying. Results management is to manage the project for adding, deleting, modification 

and querying. Applying is to apply for sport tests. 
 

4. The Component Management  

4.1The Storage of Component 

Any simple memory system cannot store and manage the component flexibly. Thereby, 

we use the relational data base to store the labeling information of the component and use 

the document system to store the material part of the object. We build the map link 

between the two parts. The Storage structure of the component is shown as follows. 

 

 

Figure 12. The Storage Structure of the Component 

The information of the component label is to show the classified information. The 

feature information is to express the related information and the inherent information of 

the component management. So we retrieve and match the component quickly. We 

describe the component from the external characteristic and the reuse characteristics. The 

external characteristic includes component type, number of reuse, key word, abstract 

(describing the function of the component, reuse information and so on). The reuse 

characteristic includes the attribute of the component related classes, IDL document, 

component platform, development language and so on. 

 

4.2 Storage Style of Component 

The component base system is based on database management system. But the storage 

format of the source code for component is different from the storage format for database. 
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Therefore, the component is not suitable to store in database. We storage the text 

information and the source code in a special system. In database, we only store the storage 

path information of the map file. Storage style of component is shown as follows. 

 

Figure 13. Storage Style of Component 

4.2 Component Library Function System 

The component library system is used to store and manage the reusable component. 

The functions of this system are storing, adding, deleting, modifying and retrieve the 

component. And we add the functions of component reuse record and user feedback. 

Component library system function is shown as follows. 

 

Figure 14. Component Library Function System 

4.3. Component Library System 

The main problem that the component library solved is how to establish the 

component library. Namely, how we lead the component into the component library 

system. The component library system is shown as follows. 
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Figure 15. Component Library System 

There are three parts of the component entering library. They are component test, data 

preparing and entering library. In the part of the component test, we test whether there is 

quality problem in the component. In the stage of the data preparing, we classify the 

component based on component classification method. Then we catalog the component to 

make sure the sequence number and version number of the component. In the entering 

library part, we ensure the storage path of the text and source code of the component. The 

component entering library is finished after the related data is prepared. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we not only introduce the software reuse but also establish a college 

sports information management system. Though this system, the teachers can master the 

data of students timely and conveniently. This application improves the work efficiency 

and reduces the education cost. At last, we discuss the component management in detail.  

We have done a lot of work: (1) we introduce two ways of software reuse: composition 

and variation. (2) We list three different mechanisms of software reuse, software reuse 

system and the hierarchical system structure of component. (3) We establish a college 

sports information management system based on component. (4) We apply this system in 

student’s management work. (5) We discuss the realization of component management. 

There are outstanding advantages and strong vitality in the software reuse and reusable 

component technology. Thereby, this college sports information management system has 

a broad application space. 
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